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We are pleased to announce the 12th solo exhibition of Thaddeus Strode (b. 1964) at the gallery, 
opening on March 10, 2017 and on view until April 8, 2017. 
 
Coop/Coup d’état (There are no walls) is a candid and imaginative undoing of the contemporary 
political climate in the United States, as well as other regions of the world. The exhibition’s double-
entendre title speaks to self-organization and resistance, to open borders and freedom of movement. 
In this specially selected group of mixed media paintings and graphic ink drawings, earlier works by 
Strode find new meaning in dialogue with recent images.  
 
The artist’s signature style combines elements of painting and text, referencing sources that include 
the popular surf and skateboard culture of his home state California, rock music, film, comic books 
and philosophy. While thematically doing away with separation and difference, Strode’s work layers 
distinct materials and genres. Traditional media such as oil and acrylic bring life to the canvas along-
side varnish, glitter, spray paint, and glue.  
 
Juxtaposing humor and horror, Strode intersperses animals and mythical beings with rainbows and 
chains. In Pagan’s head (above the clouds) (2016), a floating head tells of a punishing, tortured past 
met with a heavenly afterlife. The recurring figure of Moby Dick appears as a lone protagonist in an 
oceanic field of color in The Third Eye (The Anything) (2014) – his fanatical opponent captain Ahab, 
who chases the white whale obsessively in the novel, is present only as an invisible threat. The paint-
ings, as well as the drawings installed in the adjacent space, create a feeling of anxiety and sense of 
foreboding, while the rays of sunshine in The golden swallow (the pipes are on their knees) (2007) and 
Double rainbow owl (fuck off) (2016) give hope in despair – in Strode’s world, utopia is riddled with 
paradoxes. 
 
Strode lives and works in Los Angeles. His work has been the subject of numerous solo and group 
exhibitions at international institutions including the me Collectors Room, Berlin (2015); the 21er 
Haus, Belvedere, Vienna (2013); the Mildred Lane Kemper Art Museum, St. Louis (2008); the ZKM/ 
Zentrum für Kunst und Medientechnologie, Karlsruhe (2007); the Sammlung Goetz, Munich (2006); 
the Staatsgalerie Stuttgart (2004); the Kunsthalle Vienna (2003), the Kunsthal Charlottenborg, 
Copenhagen (1997); the Museum Ludwig, Cologne (1996); the LA County Museum of Arts, Los 
Angeles (1996); the Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles (1994); and the Künstlerhaus 
Bethanien, Berlin (1993).  
 
For further information as well as visual material, please contact Jan Salewski:  
Tel. +49 30 288 772 77, mail@neugerriemschneider.com. 
 


